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Abstract 

The study sought to observe children’s school environment and play activities 
in 3 urban and 3 rural primary schools in Anambra state public schools. 
Observation was done for 2 months in each school to verify if the environment 
was conducive for children’s learning and play activities. The study was 
carried out during both indoor and outdoor activities with two research 
assistants. At the expiration of the 12 months, data were collected and 
analyzed. The major findings revealed challenging need areas in such factors 
as farm land for practical agriculture, laboratories for other practical subjects 
like home economics and primary science; library facilities, sufficient play 
ground and equipment; and other teaching materials to enhance teaching and 
learning. It was also found that insufficient play activities were carried out as 
a result of insufficient play equipment and playground, which are great 
barriers to children’s development and achievement. 

 
 

The physical environment of the school influences both subtly and directly the 
life of every child in it. The child will feel repelled or welcomed, frustrated or satisfied, 
imprisoned or released, frightened or reassured in his endeavour to achieve inner and 
outer equilibrium. The child from a crowded home may respond to open space like a 
bird venturing into flight. The large open space with sandy soil in the school is a good 
ground for children’s play and relaxation. Environment plays important role in the 
education of a child. A child’s capacity for positive development depends on the nature 
of environment. If a child is denied access to a range of stimulating play opportunities, 
development will be inhibited. Children who do not take part in any form of play are 
believed to be more likely to suffer stress, depression and boredom. Play is considered 
to be a primary need of every child. Play is the foundation for children’s healthy 
development (Roher and Sawyers, 1988; Rubin, Fain and Vandenburg, 1983). It shows 
how well a child is developing, and it is also a means for further development. Play 
helps children develop knowledge, social skills, and motor skills. Sutton- Smith (2006) 
defined play as enjoyable activity that elevates our spirits and brightens our outlook on 
life. It expands self-efficacy. Play refers to a range of voluntary, intrinsically motivated 
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activities that are normally associated with pleasure and enjoyment (Wikipedia, the free 
Encyclopedia, 2008). It is also a state of being that is intensely pleasurable. It energizes 
and enlivens us. It eases and renews a natural sense of optimism and opens up to new 
possibilities. The adult plays a key role in developing successful play in the early years. 
E–niko (2004) further noted that play has an important role in the physical, social, 
emotional, language and cognitive development of children and in essence it is a 
learning experience. It is therefore important for trainees to know the functions of play 
in childhood care and development. Therefore cognizance should be taken when 
planning and designing a safe but challenging playground and school environment in 
general to meet individual needs, interests, age, characteristics and abilities of the 
children who will use it (Sawyers, 1994). So, the adults should play a key role in 
developing successful play and framework for child-friendly environments in the early 
years. 
 
 UNICEF has developed a framework for right-based child-friendly educational 
systems and schools that are characterized as “inclusive, healthy and prospective for all 
children, effective with children, and involved with families, communities and children” 
(Shaeffer, 1999). Within this framework, the school is a significant personal and social 
environment in the lives of the children. A child-friendly school, according to UNICEF 
(N.D), ensures every child an environment that is physically safe, emotionally secure 
and psychologically enabling. Teachers are the single most important factor in creating 
an effective and inclusive classroom. Children are natural learners, but this capacity to 
learn can be undermined and sometimes destroyed. A child-friendly school, moreover, 
recognises, encourages and supports children’s growing capacities as learners by 
providing a school culture, teaching behaviours and curriculum content that are focused 
on learning and the learner.  
 The ability of a school to be and to call itself child-friendly is directly linked to 
the support, participation and collaboration it receives from families. Child-friendly 
schools aim at developing a learning environment in which children are motivated and 
able to learn. Staff members are friendly and welcoming to children and attend to all 
their health and safety needs.  
 
Report on Fieldwork in Six Schools (3 Urban and 3 Rural Schools) In Anambra 
State of Nigeria.  
 The headteacher of school A was a male special class cadre. There were 47 
teachers in the school. Elementary one has 6 teachers. Two has 7; 3 has 7; 4 has 10; 5 
has 8; and 6 has 5. There were three home economics teachers, five physical education 
instructors (2 males and 3 females) and three assistant headteachers. There were 
altogether 55 teachers in the school.  
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School A: Number of Children in Each Stream –Urban School   
___________________________________________________________ 
   Streams          Classes           Boys         Girls          Total 
_______________________________________________________________ 

        1            6                 100          108             208 
         2             7                 86            90             176 
         3             7                 101          117             218   
         4                10                172          141            313  
        5             8                 128          128              256 
        6            5                  94            87               181 

___________________________________________________________________ 
Total:       6                43                681         671            1,352 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 There were 43 classes and classrooms with virtually no play equipments. The 
school had only football but has no play ground. They had band set for marching. There 
was little or no teaching equipment, not even improvised materials. Accommodation 
was a serious problem in the school. Two small pit toilets with two holes in each were 
seen. There was absence of library materials, and also no school farms. The school when 
visited was generally clean. The medium of instruction was strictly adhered to as 
stipulated in the national policy on education. The children appeared smart and neat in 
their white and blue uniform. The academic performance of the school was generally 
good but with special interest in 1A, 2D, 3B, 4C, 5E and 6D. The teachers were 
hardworking because of enough written work which were duely corrected. The security 
of school was worthy of emulation because of high walling and one entrance gate.  
 
School B  
 School B was headed by a married female special class cadre. There were 
altogether 34 teachers with one physical education instructor. The school had only 4 
male teachers.  

 
Number of Children in Each Stream- Urban School  

     Streams       Classes        Boys       Girls         Total  
   1             5               117           87           204 
         2            5                108         109           217 
         3             5                 134             97          231 
         4             5                    99         116           215 
            5               5                   97           93           190 
     6               5                 131        137          268 
Total:      6             30                     686        639        1,325 
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  The school had 30 classes and classrooms. The play ground had a football pitch 
and quite large for children’s activities but lack play equipment except footballs. There  
were very little improvised teaching materials. Six buildings were seen. Five were open 
halls and unscreened, while one had the classrooms partitioned with walls and well 
ventilated. There was one toilet with six pits. The school has a vast area of farm land 
with cassava and pineapple still unharvested by the time I visited. There was no library 
or books to display. The national medium of language for instruction was strictly 
adhered to. From the teaching and written work observed, the school is one of the 
standard ones in the area. There was no security and as a result pupils roam about the 
street. This encourages indiscipline  
 
School C:  
 The headteacher was a female special class cadre. There were 38 teachers 
including the headteacher with only one male teacher.  

 
Number of Children in Each Stream- Urban School 
___________________________________________________________________ 
     Streams         Classes       Boys       Girls          Total 
________________________________________________________________________ 
         1                 6              92           83               175 
         2                 6              86          80               166 
         3                 6            108         120               228 
         4                 6              93         120               213 
         5                 5              82         104               186 
         6                 4              84           88               176 
  _______________________________________________________________________ 

Total:     6               33            545       595            1140 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
There were 33 classes and classrooms though most of them were unscreened. 

There were three big buildings Two were open/unscreened halls and the other was 
partitioned with walls. There were no playground and equipment. The improvised 
teaching equipment were fairly alright. The school had only one toilet with six pits 
which were not adequately kept clean. There were no children’s books and library; and 
also no school farm. The medium of instruction was based on national policy of 
education. The academic standard was quite encouraging, but classroom environment 
was not quite conducive to enhance teaching and learning. The pupil’s written work was 
quite encouraging but it appeared children were marking their scripts/work. The school 
was quite secured with walls.  
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School D:  
 The headteacher was a special class married female. There were 26 female and I 
male teachers in the school. 
 

Number of Children in Each Stream- Rural School  
 

 

     Streams     Classes     Boys       Girls          Total  
______________________________________________________________ 

        1             4              75           80            155 
        2             4              76           79            155 
        3             4              76           81            157 
        4             4              64           81            145 
        5             4              68            81            149 
        6             3              48           72            120 

___________________________________________________________________ 
Total:    6           23           407         474            881 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 The school had 4 small buildings. Three of them were open halls and the other 
one was partitioned. There was no playground/field. Assembly was held in the market 
square. There were no play equipment except a band set. Instructional materials were 
not available except few charts provided by the teachers. There were 5 pit toilets which 
were not kept clean and were used as urinary. The library was equipped with books, 
magazines and school reference books/guide. There was no practical agriculture. The 
school had no security. Many roads led to the school and children roam about. 
 
School E:  
 The head of the school was a single female teacher. There were 16 classes, 18 
female and 2 male teachers in the school.  
 
Number of Children in Each Stream- Rural School 
______________________________________________________________ 
     Streams           Classes          Boys           Girls           Total  
___________________________________________________________________ 
          1               3                  66                51              117 
          2              4                 58                54              112 
          3               3                  65                48              113 
          4               3                  40                 51                 91 
          5               2                  36                 42                 7 
          6               1                  15                  7                 22      
____________________________________________________________________  
Total:  6                 16                280               253            533 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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 The classrooms were partitioned and well illumed, with also conducive 
environment for teaching and learning. The primary section shared the same playground 
with pre-primary because of accommodation problem. Teaching equipment were 
encouraging and most of them were improvised. They have good toilet system and was 
well cared for. There was library and children maximally utilized it. The school had no 
farm so there was no practical agriculture. The medium of instruction from one to six 
was Igbo language except during English period. This was contrary to 2004 national 
policy on Education directive. There was a neat environment. The academic standard 
and physical structure of the school were encouraging. The school was maintaining a 
high standard of discipline.  
 
School F:  
 The headteacher was married and also a female. There were 6 classes. 
Classrooms, 6 female and male teachers.  
 
Number of Children in Each Stream-Rural School.      
________________________________________________________________  

  Streams            Classes           Boys        Girls            Total  
                 

      1   1  13       17  30 
     2   1  16       14  30 
     3   1  12       20  32 
     4   1  9       12  21 
     5   1  6         5  11 
     6   1  6         7  13 
 
Total =     6                      6                    62               75               137 
 
    

There was just a building in the school which was not partitioned, and it 
enhances distraction and noise making. The school environment was not child friendly 
because of poor facilities and teaching aids. Practical agriculture was not practiced.  
 
Discussion: Observation of School Environment   

    Generally, the schools observed were adequately staffed with qualified teachers. 
Teaching and learning in these schools were fairly alright. This is in line with Darling –
Hammond, Linda, Chung and Frelow‘s (2002) study which indicated that teachers who 
were prepared  in teacher education programmes felt significantly better prepared across 
most dimensions of teaching than did those who entered teaching through alternative 
programmes or without preparation.  
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 Observation also revealed insufficient instructional materials; facilities such as 
toilet, library, farm land which revealed gross negligence of practical agriculture, 
playground, adequate classrooms, laboratories, etc. In consonance with the above was 
the observation made by the FGN/UNICEF (1993) which showed that the schools 
sampled are hardly conducive for learning. The justification for their conclusion showed 
that 77 per cent of the pupils have no writing materials. Some children sat under the 
trees because of poor accommodation. The schools revealed gross inadequacy of science 
equipment and materials for arts and craft. This is supportive of Directorate for 
Education and Human Resources (2000) which maintained that instructional materials 
should address the challenges of establishing an effective, contemporary learning 
environment for students’ advanced study, the workplace and citizenship. The 
availability of adequate physical plant facilities, and instructional materials and 
curriculum, will definitely increase the effective and efficient functioning of the schools. 
McCabe’s (1999) observation revealed that a well-developed playground environment in 
a park or school setting can greatly enhance a child’s overall physical and mental 
development, making playgrounds more than just fun.  

An exciting outdoor space provides an opportunity for children to explore the 
environment at their own individual levels of development (Hendy, 2000). A creative 
play experience furthermore enables children to test their skills,  

 
Try new ideas, and seek challenges that cannot be duplicated in other 

environments. This type of creative free movement is, vitally important to the 
development of the total child. Hendly (2000) also observed that providing a well- 
developed play environment enables children to leave the appeal of sedentary recreation 
such as video games and enjoy themselves, outside. Again, key cognitive and motor 
skills are developed and the child is better prepared for the academic world, enriching 
not only each individual child, but also society as a whole.  

The observation again revealed poor /lack of play equipments in almost all the 
schools visited. This inhibits proper development of children emotionally, cognitively, 
physically and socially. This is because children through play explore their world, take 
risks, make mistakes, achieve, learn to use their imaginations, develop creative thinking 
and relate with each other. Through play also, children learn to express themselves and 
learn through their own mistakes. Hendly (2000) observed that equipment such as 
stepladders and vertical ladders offer progressively steeper slopes and require increasing 
amounts of strength and coordination to navigate. She further noted that from brain 
development experts, the motor patterns developed by climbing opportunities help a 
child read, write, and solve mathematics problems. 
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Observation of Play Activities  
Gymnastic Hand Stand  
 A group of primary three boys were observed while playing hand stand. 
Observation showed that there were two methods of learning the agility for balance. 
The boys who were practising alone did it near a wall which prevented their legs from 
troppling. Another set of boys played with partners (in twos). The hands of the 
performer were placed on the floor, fingers pointing forward, and the arms shoulder 
width apart. The front knee was bent and brought near the chest. The rear leg was 
straight. Both feet stood on toes. The supporter stood close, one foot between the hands 
of the performer. He held the waist of the performer who then threw his back leg into 
the air followed by the other leg. He assumed hand stand position. The back was 
hollowed, the head pressed back and the toes pointed upward. The supporter shifted his 
hands up and held him lightly at the ankles. Finally, he was left to stand unsupported. 
The performer tried to balance himself well because it was from hand that hand walking 
would develop. These were done by each group and they were excited in their 
performance. The boys never allowed the girls to participate in the play, and it was an 
outdoor activity.  
 It was observed that children measured their progress as the play went on. 
There were self-confidence, courage and determination. They were so coordinated and 
displayed team work and friendliness. This type of play trains and strengthens 
children’s muscles. This supports Hendy’s (2000) observation of how play builds 
muscle groups that are not often exercised during daily activities. Eureka (2008) 
referring to Piaget stated that children learn through their active exploration of a wide 
variety of objects; play is the work of childhood, and vital part of children’s holistic 
development.  
 
Galloping and Skipping  
 Another play activity observed was galloping and skipping in an open large 
field though it can be indoor play. There was no gender discrimination. Some children 
played alone while others were in groups of any number they so decided. Those who 
played in groups formed circles and turned their left sides toward the centre. There were 
enough spaces between the children. Some children were appointed to beat the drums 
for the rhythms and children struggled to be selected to beat. This added considerably to 
the children’s enjoyment and aided in getting the correct step and rhythm. They 
galloped like horses and step-hopped around in the circle. The children took a step each 
on the left feet, then hopped once on the same feet; and stepped on the right feet and 
hopped once on those feet. All skipped around in the circles and back to the place. 
Some girls added styles to it. Opportunity for practice in jumping to improve agility and 
coordination was observed. There were creative expression and quick responses in the 
play. There were also cooperation and they were courteous in each group. This is in line 
with Garry (2000) who observed that play connects people in a positive way, stimulates 
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creative thinking and exploration, regulates emotions, and boosts ego. This is supportive 
of Sutton- Smith (2006) who opined that through play children learn to use their 
imaginations and develop creative thinking, learn to express themselves, and build 
relationships with each other and the adults who play along side them. 
 
 There were restrictions in some play activities in almost all the schools visited 
as a result of poor/lack of play equipment such as building blocks, slides, climbers, 
merry –go- round and local instructional materials. The few available types of 
equipment were being struggled for by the children, and that was the why of the 
restriction. Again, children were seen running and chasing themselves, some were 
playing hide and seek games, while others were playing foot ball and hand ball, but 
there was no foot ball pitch in many schools. 
 
Conclusion and Recommendation  
  Adequate knowledge of conducive school environment for children and 
their play activities is vital for retaining and enhancing meaningful context, and 
optimizes learning process. The ability of a school environment to be regarded as 
conducive or child-friendly is directly linked to the support, participation and 
collaboration it receives from families and voluntary agencies. Some issues have been 
raised in this work concerning children’s school environment and play activities. A 
clarification of what was covered is important. For any school environment to aid 
children retain and enhance meaningful context, and optimize learning process, it 
should serve a large percentage of children of primary school age. School child-friendly 
or rights-based–schools must not only help children to attain to a basic education of 
good quality, but help them learn what they need to learn to face the challenges of new 
century; enhance their health and well-being; guarantee them safe and protective spaces 
for learning, free from violence and abuse; raise teacher morale and motivation; and 
mobilize community support for education. Poor school environment is likely to hinder 
children’s performance and or progress.  
 
 In view of the findings from observation in this study, it was recommended 
among others that there should be:  
1. Provision of school farm land for practical agriculture, because practical subjects are 

very critical in this technological age.  
2. Provision of adequate facilities and instructional materials for effective teaching and 

learning. 
3. Provision of outdoor space for children to explore the environment at their own 

individual levels of development.  
4. provision of playground that should offer an area for running, ball playing, and bike 

riding, as well as traditional playground apparatus that is developmentally 
appropriate for the age of the intended user (Hendy, 2000). 
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